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ABSTRACT  

Culture and tradition are an undervalued part of climate adaptation action research. Research 

tends to either focus on the actual extent of climate change (modelling impacts), or the technical 

feasibility of adaptation measures. Comparatively little effort is spent on understanding 

perceptions of climate change, or the cultural prerequisites for developing successful strategies 

for adaptation.  

Through such cultural dynamics motivations in society for climate action e.g. acceptance of 

adaptation measures and cooperation in a given context can be uncovered. This can provide 

new perspectives on branding, categories and the wider cultural environment. And in doing so, it 

offers access to otherwise hidden knowledge and helps building socio-ecological networks and 

systems for climate adaptation action. 

The presentation deals with the perception of climate risks and different resulting measures for 

adaptation to climate change developed in selected coastal municipalities. We attempt to trace 

the reasons behind these differences based on empirical work such as interviews with political 

decision-makers and residents as well as document analysis. The contribution examines the 

respective cultural traditions in selected communities. This particularly focuses on images of 

nature, people‘s relationships to the sea, economic development and past approaches and 

attitudes to coastal defense. It sets out the specific constellation of social-cultural, ecologic and 

economic driving forces that led communities to adopt a different approach, with particular focus 

on different factors of success. It is argued that cultural traditions and historical development are 

undervalued but significant determinant in the selection of local adaptation strategies and that 

greater account needs to be taken of such local specificities (and mentalities) to create a bottom-

up drive for adaptation strategies. 

The study forms part of the FP7- research project BASE (Bottom-up Climate Adaptation Strategies 

towards a sustainable Europe).  
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